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The orange, green and blue shades show subdivisions added during the four 


fast-growth decades of the 1940s though 1970s. Together they set the shape of 


Davis, adding homes out or near to today’s southern and western edges.  


Opposing sprawl has been a policy goal of City Councils since the early 1970s. 


The elongated-oval footprint remains 6.5 miles wide and 3 miles in the north-


south dimension. From 1970 to the present, in-fill of “leap-frogged” areas strived 


for a more compact and efficient urban form.   


  


  








 


  


Rejection of the plan for a “high-rise” downtown did not mean that Davis leaders 


and landowners stood still. The 1960s was an era of vigorous demolition and 


replacement. The map depicts 1945 buildings and highlights in black those that 


were radically changed within the next 55 years. In the immediate Downtown, 


two-thirds of the 1945 buildings had been demolished or removed or replaced or 


renovated out-of-character. 40% of the 1945 mapped buildings were changed or 


gone by 2000.  








 


The photograph above shows 2nd Street looking west from G Street. On the far 
left, we see the high style, aluminum trimmed John Weber Brinley Building under 
construction in 1963. It occupies the site of his Mr. Brinley’s family home. In the 
middle of the photo and at the corner of 2nd and E, we see the often-
remembered Foster’s Freeze, which was torn down in 1967 for another more 
elegant two story commercial structure. Below, this circa 1970 view shows that 
overhead utility wires have been undergrounded. Other amenities seen in the 
photo additionally suggest that Davis is on an “upscale” path.    


 








 


 
The map above on this page shows “what might have been” if the 1961 Davis Core Area 
Plan had been carried out. The product of San Francisco’s prestigious Livingston and 
Blaney firm, it shows an envisioned removing most of the existing buildings between 1st 
and 6th and between A and J Streets.  This was the era of big-scale “urban renewal” all 
over the USA. Old and small and historic were “out.” Tall, large, and modern apartments, 
shops, and offices were to replace old fashioned or deteriorating structures. Looking 
more like “a big city” was a goal. The political climate a decade later reversed course 
and embraced the preservation, renovation, or modest-scale replacement of much of the 
“Core Area.” It was OK to keep on looking like a small town. The same area as it actually 
looked in “footprints” in 1961 is shown below. 


 







 








 


The east side of G Street (the 200 block, from 2nd to 3rd) is shown above in 1960 


when modest or decrepit buildings and low-rent enterprises predominated on 


what was still the heart of the “Main Street” business corridor. The central 


building of the five shown was 40 years previously a full service automobile 


garage, the object of community pride. But more recently it had not been 


maintained.  A Thriftway Market was its northern neighbor. A decade later, the 


photograph below shows that demolitions happened and that “the G Street Plaza” 


now provides street amenities and a parking lot.  


 








 


 


In this 2001 overview, Davis and the UCD campus comprise an island of 


urbanism set at least 5 miles apart from the closest built-up areas that make up 


the rest of the 2 million population, 4-county, Sacramento Metropolitan Area. 


Separation from its neighbors is metaphorical as well. The culture and economy 


of a “college town” differentiate Davis from its “farm town” nearest-neighbors 


(Woodland, Dixon, and Winters) and from suburban West Sacramento.  


  








 


This 1960s postcard view shows 2nd Street from the F Street crossing. The block 


has modest commercial buildings, but the signs are more ambitious in their 


second story height. However, two-story buildings are still only on G Street in the 


background. The Terminal Hotel and the Anderson Bank are just to the left of 


middle where the train station’s palms soar above all.   








 


At its founding in 1868 Davisville was “A Railroad Town” with the station at its 


core and a surrounding grid of 36 blocks cut up into identical 50’ x 125’ home and 


business lots. Hotels were clustered within two blocks of the depot. Industry was 


trackside along the rails running north. The town’s skyline--its largest homes and 


its larger business buildings--ran along the two streets that intersected at the 


depot. This 1945 postcard photograph is one of a score of similar views printed 


over the years that look north from 2nd and capture the glory of the town’s tallest 


buildings along G Street. The Anderson Bank building, Ebner Hotel, and Masonic 


Lodge stand out on the left; The Terminal Hotel and Café anchors the right hand 


side of the street. The photograph below shows the same scene in 2008, when 


the scale of buildings had not changed much.  What has changed is the 


competition – downtown businesses migrate westward toward the UCD Campus. 


For pedestrian traffic, the 200 block of E Street is a lively cluster of shops. 


 








 


This 1961 map shows a limited street pattern, even after 15 years of vigorous 


Post-War growth. Only Russell/5th extends west to today’s 113 freeway. Only 2nd 


Street and 8th Street extend east to Pole Line Road. The built up area is only 2 


miles east-to-west and 1.5 miles north-to-south. The 1960s would add 


neighborhoods 3 miles away from downtown.  Two “suburban” shopping centers 


within the 1961 map now have 6 rivals.   


  








 
  


Cartoon maps as advertising vehicles were a sign that you had “made it” as a visitor 


destination. This one from 1991 might be a milestone in Davis’ Core Area commercial 


development. Striking is how many of the downtown establishments are gone. In a core 


area dominated by eating places (40+) and personal services (80+ 


beauty/barber/therapy/dental offices) turnover is frequent. Landmark, long-time survivals 


are often perceptual anchor-point businesses that give residents a sense of orientation.    





